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1. Among the decisions adopted by the OAU Assembly of Heads of State
a^^ernment, held in Addis Ababa in May 1973, various important recommendations
concern the activities.of the Association of African Central Banks. One
of them, J»-parttorlart-Tr« a recommendation ^hat aii African Centre for ' '
Monetary Studxes should be set up as soon as possible. Meeting in Iagos
from 22 to 24 August 1973, on the occasion of the third meeting of the
Association of African Central Banks, the Assembly of Governors set uP a

SS^TS? Z?"90*** f ** least two repreoentatives of each Subregional
Association, and whia: would be convened by the secretariat

rf *k! ■J0fi?cfation> *? stud7 measures which would ensure the implementation
of the decxsa,ons adopted by the OAU Assembly of Heads of State and Government.

^ S*?djraiW9 held three ^etings at SCA headquarters in Addis
^t ? tO 3^ °D*db>r 197? (fiee E/CN.14/AT.1A/47), the second

4r5CN-WAMV50),and the thix4 f7oa 2 to 4 Cce^ber 1974
^//). At its first meeting, the Study Group, which had

elected as its chairman the representative of the Central Bank of Nigeria,
and as Rapporteur the representative of the Bangue Centrale des Stats de
^Afriyie.de l'Ouest, felt that, of the numerous recommendations of the'OAU
Assembly of ^ads of State and Government concerning-monetary matters and
W4^to *"* Association's activities, priority should be given to the
establishment of an African Centre for Monetary Studies. Accordingly, after

« rfilT^ 1 Z raatters' the 3tudr Gr«i13 focused its work on the setting
up of such a Centre, For that purpose, a fact-tfinding mission was organized b/
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the Study Group to obtain detailed relevant information on the structure,

operation and financing of institutions similar to the proposed Centre,

Between 11 and 25 February \975, the fact-finding mission visited the

following institutionst

United Nations Development Hrograauae (New York);

International Monetary Fund (Washington);

Centre for Latin American ftbnetary Studies (Mexico City);

Bank for International Settlements (Basel); and

Organisation for Economic Co—operation and Development (Paris).

3, The reports of the fact-finding mission (2/C1UH/AMA/4S) and of the
three meetings of the Study Group were sent to the members of the Association

by the secretariat,

4. The present report sets out the basic results of tlie deliberations of

the Study Group on the problems connected with the establishment of the

African Centre for Monetary Studies. TCie Study group was, however,.aware

that such matters as the development of an African capital market, the

formulation of an African monetary strategy, the setting up of an African

payments union, the reorganization and strengthening of tae Association

of African Central Banks, which also figured among the decisions of the OAC

Assembly of Heads of State and Government! were also of vital importance and

merited further work.

Problems in the establishment of an African Centre for Monetary Studies

5* She deliberations of the Study Group in this area produced a draft

! constitution and proposals for the installation of the Centre,

I I, Main principles set out in the constitution
j (See E/CN.14/AMA/Gl/Rev.i;.

i A#' Objectives of the African Centre for Monetary Studies

I 6, The major objective of the planned Centre is to provide Africa with the

! means for better understanding and mastery of monetary and financial problems

: for the economic and social development of the continent. At a time as

troubled as ours in the economic and monetary fields7 faced with the

task of international monetary reform, it is essential for Africa to be

equipped with a strong committed institution whica can represent for African

Governments a source of independent and impartial advice on ^-monetary matters

and can help them to formulate their own strategy in the search for a new

international economic and monetary order. In order to reach these objectives,

the Centre's activities should includes
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(i) Basic and applied research on Monetary and banking problems;

(ii) Vocational training through training courses and seminars; and

(iii) The dissemination and exchange of information oh monetary and

banking matters by means of publications,

7. During-the discussions of these various items, a problem of priority

faced the Study Group concerning the pursuit of such activities. Since

it seems difficult for a new-born institution to carry on. such activities

simultaneously with limited resources, the Study Group considered various

desirable approaches and recognised the need to assign degrees of priority

to such tasks* It eventually decided that, at the beginnings the Centre

should devote itself to research; training activities would be undertaken

later when the Centre had becotae* firmly established*

B. Legal status of the Centre

C. In order to be able to take an-opinion'-en the legal-status which

the Centre should be given, the Study Group received advice from the

ECA Legal Department. Ihe choice to be made was between the following .

alternatives, on the basis of the comparative advantages and shortcomings, of

eachs

(i) An association which , under a convention to be concluded with

the host country, might enjoy all privileges, imuunities and

facilities;

(ii) An international' governmental organization in which African central

banks would participate as members appointed by their Governments*

9# After hearing the advice of the 0CA Legal Adviser, the Study Group

opted for the setting up of an association. In choosing the alternative",

the Study Group.was basically concerned that the Centre should be placed

under the authority and control of the Association of African Central Banks,

which had the statutory power to set up any institution which iaight

assist it in reaching its objectives. Hie African Centre for Monetary

Studies will, accordingly, be set up under article 3(g) of the Articles
of the Association of African Central Banks, thus becoiaing a subsidiary

body of Association.

10. 3h order to permit the Centre to function harmoniously in the form

of an association, it is planned to request the host country of the Centre

to grant it, under a headquarters agreement, all facilities necessary to*

enable the Centre to pursue its activities. To that end, the Study Group

suggested that that item should be' given prime consideration in the

selection of the location of the Centre,,

C. Membership ;

11. Shis natter remains closely linked to the previous matter of the

Centre's legal status. Once the Centre begins its activities in the

form of an association within the framework of the functions of the

Association of African Central Banks, it is clear that that membership of
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centre will be restricted to the central banks members of the Association

(AAeB), and that the supreme authority of the Centre should be the Association's

Assembly of Governors,

12. However| in that case, how and on what basis will it be possible to

organize within the Centre the representation of international financial

institutions, non-African central banks and African financial organizations

whose regular technical and financial co-operation may be felt by the

Assembly of Governors to be essential to the sound operation of the Centre?

Might they enjoy the status of associate member or co-operating member,

as is the case of the Centre for Latin American Monetary Studies? Following

further discussion and on tUe advice of the ECA Legal Adviser, the draft

constitution prepared by the Study Group simply provides that such

organizations may be invited to participate, without the right to vote,

in the deliberations of the organs of the Centre,

Do Organization and structure of tiie Centre

13. The supreme authority of the Centre will be the Assembly of Governors

of the Association, whose main role will bet

(i) To lay doun general policy concerning the activities of the Centref

(ii) To determine a scheme for contribution for the financing of
its activities;

(iii) To appoint its QLrector-43eneral and determine its location; and

(iv) To supervise the pursuit of its activities.

14. An Executive Board) composed of eight members of the Association, two for

each Subregional Committee, and the representative of the Central Bank of

the host country, will, in addition to the duties assigned to it by the

Assembly of Governorst lay down the programme of activities for the Centre*

The Executive Board will hold at least one meeting per year*

15* jftie kingpin of the Centre will be its Director—Generalt who should be

an African| highly qualified and possessing extensive experience in the

monetary and banking fields* He will be appointed for a five—year term,

renewable once only.

16/ The Director-General will be assisted by a Deputy Director-General

appointed by the Executive Board on the basis of a proposal by the Director-

General , for a six—year term renewable once only.

17* The administrative structure of the Centre will comprise at least three

departments (training, research, administration and publications), the
heads of which will be appointed by the DLrector*-General, subject to

approval by the Executive Board.
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Financing of the Centre's activities

13« ftie financing of the Centre's activities will be ensured by ueans of
contributions from the Octobers of the Association, These shall be distinct

from the contributions of members to tlie expenses' of the Association itselft

they will be based on tlie capacity to contribute of each laeiiber according to

* \ an arrangement to be drawn up by the Assembly of Governors froci the
following criteriat

(i) IMF (international Monetary Fund) quotas;

(ii) Contributions to the OAU budget;

(iii) Share iii th& "African Develbpaen-fBanlc';" or ' "

(iv) Average of the three above criteria. '

19« After analysing the inforiaation in the table prepared for it by.BQA
(see E/CN.l4/AMA/62)> the Study Group decided to recommend the',adoption of; . '
tl*e fourth alternative an a criterion far contributions to the financing of the
Centre. At all events, a maximum (10 per cent) and a «<n4Mi«n (1^5 per cent)
contribution would be established. .. ■ '; . '■■ v::_:V '

20, Hie draft constitution also allows for the'possibility of outside
contributions from Governments, African organizations or foreign financial

institutions. At the same time, it is stipulated that acceptance of* such
additional resources by the Centre shall always be Subject to the approval
odf the Sicecutive Board.

F# Voting arrangements '

21, Ihis item, discussed together with the question of the manner of

financing the Centre, was the subject of .long and thorough discussion
within the Study Group. Tae question was whether, notwithstanding unequal
financial contributions, the Group should adopt for votingi

(a) the principle of equal votes for all aeabers;

(b) number of votes weighted in proportion to the size of contributionsj
or

(c) equal number of votes for all meiabers plus additional votes
calculated on the basis of each member's contributions.

22, Although a large iaajority of the meiabers of. the Study Group clearly

preferred the principle of equal votes for all members, it was agreed, in view

of the express reservations set out by one delegation..to leave to the Assembly
of Governors the final choice between alternatives (a) and (c)* alternative (b) •
that of simple proportionality - having been rejected by all the members of the
Study Group. Various arguments, were put forward.in favour of the first
alternative, including the desirability of ensuring equality,,aiaong all members,

the non-financial nature and non-profit-making status of the Centre,, the ;

possibility of disputes within its deliberative bodies and the exas^le of the
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Centre for Latin American Monetary'Sfcu21esV "tin^"th'e^o^Ler^iand, the'risk
that some members of the Association might refuse to contribute, to the Centra's

expenses i£ the" principle of equal rotes was adopted seemed to be the- main; ,

justification for one delegation^ preference for a degree of weighting of the.

voting,

23# Ikose are the main principles and guidelines followed by the iaembers ■

of the Study Group in preparing the draft constitution of the African

Centre for Monetary Studies. '

Ha Matters relating to the actual establishment of the Centre

24. After laying down a framework for the CentreTs activities, the Study

Group then turned to measures to ensure its effective establishment*

Accordingly, it examined natters relating to the location of the Centre, to

its provisional budget, to UHCP assistance and to the time-table for
subsequent activities. ....■-•■

: . - , . , f ■ ■

A# location of tue Centre '

25. In order to assist the Governors in choosing the location of the

future Centre for African Monetary Studies at the fourth meeting of the

Association, the Study Group agreed to prdpose that three basic factors

should be taken into accounts " "

(i) the extent of the facilities and immunities which the host
country would be willing to grant to the Centre and its staff j

(ii) the presence in the host country of a well equipped central
bank able to assist the Centre* ftie city proposed should be the

one in which the. central bank of the country concerned was
located; . . . .

(iii) the presence of an internationally renowned university, because
of the links necessary for its own influence which the Centre

should not fail to establish with the world and the university-

level institutions in the host country.

26. 2h support of those recommendations, the Group drew up a questionnaire
which was sent to all Governments whose central banks were members of

the Association, in order to gather their proposals concerning

diplomatic advantages and facilities of all kinds which, as candidates,

they would be willing to grant the Centre and its staff. /A note

annexed to the present report indicates the various candidatures so:

far received by the 3CA secretariat.

27. It will be for the Governors of the Association alone, as was stressed

by the current Chairman of the Association, j&*« Isong, at the Executive

Committee meeting in Washington, to take a decision on the candidatures

to select the one most suited to promote the future functions of the

Centre.
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28# Tne Study Group wishes to draw the attention of the Governors to

the importance of the criteria it proposes, 'TCiese criteria will enable the

Centre to carry out the important tasks which the whole continent expects

of it and at least to reach the widely recognized level of. performance of

the Centre for Latin American Jdonetary Studies, whose choice of location

basically met the sane criteria as those now proposed by the Study Group.

B. ftroYiaional operating budget of the Centre
«* ■ ■" ■ -~ r -ii « i i Ml i .1 i.i .-i i i ■ i i i

29« la order to draw up- the draft operating budget for the Centre's first

two years, the Study Group was required to take a decision on the financial .

and material conditions which should be offered to the officials of the

Centre (S/CN,l4/AMA/63)# Some members of the Study Group suggested. that
the salaries of the Centre's future staff should be comparable to those

of the African central banks. However, the level of such salaries varied

considerably from country to country and, as those salaries were established

on the basis of purely national considerations, they were not competitive

and thus were unlikely to attract the best staff*

30« The Study Group therefore preferred salaries similar to those offered by

international organisations* The scales in force in the United Nations, the

Organization of African Unity'and the African Develooment Bank were presented

for consideration by the Study Group (E/CN.14/AMA/63). Ihe Group felt
that the salaries of the United Nations officials were too high for the

Cfroup's purposes* The Group adopted the salaries paid to international officials

of the African Development Bank, considering that the Centre's activities

were closer to those of AD8 than those of OAU,

31« Accordingly, the scales in force at AEB in 1972 served as the basis . •

for the preparation of the Centre's provisional budget (j2/CH#l4/AMA/64)» For
the first year, the budget totals US$347>000 at the current rate, and for the

second year US$370,000 at the current rate, TTie updating of those "figures

which will be required to take into account the rise in the cost of living

since 1972 will increase those figures by at least 20 per cent.

32. As mentioned in the first part of the present report, the budget will be

financed through contributions from central banks members, of the Association

on the basis of an arrangement which will combine the average of the

contributions by the Governments concerned to the International Monetary Fund,

the Organization of African Unity and the African Development Bank, subject

to a raajciijuja of 10 per cent and a minimum of 1.5 per ce$t for each member

bank*

33* Lastly, the Study Group recommends, in order to avoid a break in the

Centre's activities, that the Governors should call simultaneously for the

contributions for the first two years, - -

C. UNEP assistance
11 ■" ' ■ . ■ . 11

34» At its second meeting in Addle Ababa (24-23 June 1$74)* the Study Group
examined the possibility of requesting from UNEP ~ which the Study Group had
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already consulted in that connexion during its visit to Hew York technical

and financial assistance for the establishment and operation of the Centre.

It entrusted the 3CA secretariat, together with the current Chairman of the

Association, , with the task of talcing the necessary steps.

■ ■ - " - \
35« In response to the steps taken, the Assistant Aiministrator of UNEP and

the Regional Director for Africajrecently stated, at^the third meeting of *

the SCA Conference of Ministers^in^Nairobi''(24-5u February 19/5), that the
establishment of the African Centre for Monetary Studies featured among the

activities which UNEP plans to finance during cowing months.

D. Riture steps for the .effective establishment of the Centre

36. With a view to the effective establishment of the Centre, the Study Group
requested! .

(i) That the amended text of the Constitution of the Centre (E/OJ.14/AMA/61/
Rev.l) should be submitted to the Asseubly of Governors for adoption
if the guidelines set out by the Study Group are acceptable;

(ii) That the analysis of the replies received by the secretariat should
be forwarded to the Assembly of Governors, on the understanding that
it will be for the Assembly of Governors of the Association to

take a decision on the location of the Centre in accordance with

the decision taken by the Executive Committee of the Association

at its second meeting, held in Washington on 23 September 1974.

37* It ic hoped that the Chairman, the Rapporteur and the secretariat of the
Study Group will take this opportunity to suggest that, among the steps to be

envisaged for the speedy and effective establishment of the Centre, a special

meeting of the Assembly of Governors of the Association, which is the body
responsible for establishing the Centre, should be convened in order to take

the institutional decisions required for the setting up of the Centre, and

particularly the appointment of a Director-General. The meeting could

take place either after a given percentage, to be laid down by the Assembly of

Governors, of the total contributions from membejEfor the financing of the Centre
has been transferred to an account opened for that purpose with the Central Bank
of the Chairman of t&e Association, or alternatively after a given period of
tioe, which would also be laid down by the Assembly of Governors, it is hoped
that the Rapporteur of the Study Group and the secretariat will suggest that
the Assembly of Governors should renew the mandate of the Study Group, in

liaison with the secretariat of the Association, to continue its work until
the effective establishment of the Centre.

Consideration of other points raised in the decisions of the OAC Assembly
of Heads of State and Government

3£. As was recalled at the beginning of the present report, despite the urgency
and priority given to the setting up of the African Centre for Monetary Studies,
the Study Group has not underestimated the importance of the other points
raised in the decisions of the Assembly of Heads of State and Government

concerning monetary matters and the activities of the Association of African
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Central Banks. Indeed, those other points have been considered by the

Group since its first meeting. They involves

(i) the drawing up of an African monetary strategy designed to counter
the harmful effects of external monetary manipulations on African

economies;

i (ii) the adoption by African countries of a common position on international
'■s monetary questions;

w' (iii) co-operation and integration in the monetary field through the
setting up of an African payments union, the development of an African
capital market and the establishment of an African reserve fund)

(iv) the independence of African countries as far as monetary and
credit management are concerned; and

(v) the reorganization and strengthening of the Association of the
African Central Banks.

39« The results of the discussions of these matters in the Study Group are
contained in the report of its first meeting (E/CN.14/AMA/47),

40* Nevertheless, three observations should be made in that regard for
consideration by the Governors*

(i) The Study Group felt that most of those points either had been
brought up at the third liieeting of the Association, an Xagos

(African monetary strategy, formulation of an African position on
international monetary problems), or were currently the subject of
thorough and detailed study within the Subregional Committees (capital
market, payments unions);

(li) The Study Group endorsed the position of the Assembly of Governors
as set out in Lagos, namely that a progressive, subregional

approach was necessary in studjcing all these thorny and delicate
problems;

(iii) With particular regard to the strengthening and reorganization
of the Association of African Central Banks, the Study Group,
while feeling that that matter should be left to the consideration

of the Governors '.alone, nevertheless wishes to propose thati

a) the Assembly of Governors of the Association of African Central
Banks should henceforth meet regularly once a year;

b) the future African Centre for Monetary Studies should, once it
begins operation, carry out the functions of secretariat for
the Association, which Lave so far been assumed on a temporary basis
by tlie ECA secretariat.

41. Lastly, the Study Group reaffiras that it is at the disposal of the
Assembly for any task which might be assigned to it, especially with regard
to further study of the other points raised in the decisions of the OAU
Assembly of Heads of State and Government.
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ANNEX

fcSALYSlS OF REPLIES RiiCSilVjSD BY THE SECRETARIAT OF THE ASSOCIATION

CONCERNING THE LOCATION OF THE AFRICAN C^'i'RE FOR HONETARY STUDIES

In order to allow the Governors to make an appropriate choice of location

I for the future African Centre for Monetary Studies, the Study Group agreed to

send the member central banks of the Association a questionnaire designed to

secure from candidates to host the Centre details of the diplomatic conditions

and facilities of various kinds which they would be prepared to grant the

Centre and its staff. The present note lists the various candidatures which

have been, received by tha Association^ secretariat in Addis Ababa.

To date, eight countries have put forward tiieir candidature as hosts of

Centre and returned the duly completed questionnaire to the secretariat. Thay

are Cameroon, Central African Republic, Ethiopia, Uali, Morocco, Senegal,

United Republic of Tanzania and Zaire.

The Reserve Bank of Malawis the Banque nationale da Rwanda; the Bank •f

Sierra Leone and the Bank of Zambia have informed the secretariat that their

countries are not candidates to host the Centre.

A» Replies from c-'ontrios which have put forward their candidature:

cities proposed . ,

(i) Cameroon; Yaounde, headquarters of the Banque des Etats de l'Afrigao

"oontral6t multinational issuing house covering Cameroon( Central

African Republic, Chad: Congo and Gabon.

(ii) Central African Republic> Bangui.

(iii) jtfthiopj.ax Addies Ababa, headquarters of the National Bank of Ethiopia.

(iv) Hails Earrako^ headquarters of the Banque centrale du Mali*

(v) jjUua.a&rl: Dakar, headquarters of4 the Bangue centrals des Etats de
I1 AfxicTue jlo_.lT.Quegt, an international public institution covering

Dahomey, Iv^ry CoactJ Niger, Senegal, Togo and Upper Volta; also

the location of a university of international repute, the .African

Institute for Economic Development and Planning (United Nations) and
regional representatives of many international institutions.

(vi) Moroccoj United Republic of Tanzania and Zaire did not specify the

narce of tho city in which tho Centre would be Bet up.

It should, be pointed out that the questionnaire to( be completed by the

candidate countries stressed that the city proposed as the location of the

Centre should be the headquarters <:f the country's central bank.
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B. Immunities and concessions for the Centre

With the exception of Morocco, the six candidate countries agreed to

grant the Centre the following immunities and concessions! »

(i) Immunity of assets, property and funds from search, requisition, I
confiscation, expropriation and any other form of seizuref except

as to real estate that may "be taken off for public interest with

dae financial compensation.

(ii) Exemption from taxes, duties and imposts of any kind whether exist
ing or to be imposed or issued in the future.

... (iii) Freedom of assets from all restrictions, regulations, controls and
moratoria of any nature.

C. Immunities and concessions for non-national staff

With the exception of Morocco and Zaire, the six other countries agreed

to grant non-national staff of the Centre the following immunities and con-
oeesions:

(i) Immunity from legal restrictions, alien registration requirements
and national service obligations.

(ii) Exemption of all their incomes and allowances from the Centre from
income taxes, duties and imposts of any kind whether existing or to

be imposed or issued in the future.

(iii) As regards exchange restrictions, the same facilities as those
granted to officials of international organizations.

Zaire would, not grant immunity from legal restrictions, alien registra

tion and national service obligations, but would grant the two other conces
sions mentioned above.

With regard to the immunities and concessions for the Centre and the

staff indicated in items B and C of the questionnaire, Morocco stated that,

as far as it was concerned, it was quite ready to facilitate the establishment

of the African Centre for Monetary Studies in Morocco and to grant it the
following privileges:

(i) The Centre, including its income, assets and other properties, will
be exempted from all current or future direct taxes, with the

exception of taxes or fees charged on the remuneration of services
rendered;
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(ii) The employees of the Centre wh* do not possess Moroccan nationality

and wfcose permanent residence is located in Morocco may "be exempted

from all present or future taxes on their salaries and wages;

(iii) Foreign staff of the Centre may anjoy the same exchange facilities

as those granted to the staff of international organizations.

, On, the other,hatt&, the fforoccantauthdrirties did not feel that it was

possible to grant the . staff of the Centre the requested immunities from legal

restrictions, since that would imply that the Moroccan courts were incompetent

to deal with legal action.

Indeed| the incompetence of Moroccan oourts can be invoiced only by

diplomatic personnel representing foreign States with which Moroooo maintains

relations, either in application of diplomatic usage or following the oonclu-

sion of a reciprocal agreement between sovereign States.

D. Communications facilities

1) The eight candidate countries asserted that they had means of com
munication with the whole world by telephone, telegraph and telex. Senegal

pointed out that it had for more than three years possessed a ground station

(atatioj\ flft ffanflHft^ Aireotlv linked to Prance and the United States, and was

thus in direct contact with the world via those two countries. The station

also h^s a direct link with Ivory Coast. , _ '.,'■..

\ Z) Ethiopia through its telephone, telegraph and telex services haa
direot and indirect links all over the world. The direct links are those

which operate between Ethiopia and specified number of countries around the

world directly, ^he indirect links are those which are transitory in nature

operating through communication services of other countries according to the

established rules of International Telecommunication services* In essence,

therefore, Ethiopia's communication services axe spread all over the world.

3) Concerning the preferential treatment the host country would agree
to offer the.Centre in terms of local and external communications, all the

candidate countries would insure rapid installation. Moreover, Cameroon would

provide services at preferential rates- Morocco indicated that, in view of

the relatively modest cost in Morocco of telephone and telex installations and

use, no-preferential tariff be offered to the Centre. Nevertheless, the Centre

would be able to benefit from the understanding attitude traditionally accorded

in this area.to official bodies. The United Republic of Tanzania would seek

only a token fee for installation.

E. Statua of air transport facilities

(a) Flight departures per week tot

Cameroon! 1 - 10 each for Africa, Europe and the United

States*
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Cqgtral African Republic; 1-10 each for Africa, Europe, the United
States and Asia.

Ethiopia!

Mali!

Morocco!

Senegalt

31- 40. for Africa, 11 - 20 for Europe and
for Asia.

1 - 10 for"Europe, the United States and Asia
(United States and Asia via Europe) and 11 -
20 for Africa.' ' .

4 for the United States, 11 for Africa and
65 for Europe. :

a table illustrating the volume of air traffic

in November 1974 was attached to the question

naire, indicating substantial, traffic.

United Repablio of Tanzania: 1 for the United States, 4 for Asia and 6
for Africa.

Zaire1 I - 10 for the United States and for Asia,

II - 20 for Africa and 21 - 30;for Eurepe. *;'■

0>) Flight arrivals per week from*

Cameroon* 1 - 10 each Africa, Europe and the United
States.

Central African Kepublioi 1 - 10 each Africa, Europe, United
States and Asia.

Ethiopiai

Malii :

Morocco 1

Senegala

21 - 30 Afrioa, 11-20 ]5urope and 1 *- 10
Asia.

1 - 10 each Europe, United States and Asia

(United States and Asia via Europe) and 11 -
20 Africa. '

4 United States, 11 Africa and 65 Europe.

Refer to the table mentioned above.

United Republic of Tanzania: 1 United States, 4 Asia, 13 Europe and 51

Africa. -

1 - 10 each tinited States and Asia, 11-20

Africa, 21 -30 Europe.

t
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F» Office premises ■ ■

1) Cameroon, tne Central African Republic, i-Iorocco, the United Hepublio
of Tanzania and Zaire would agree, to make,.available to the Centre appropriate

offices, or, a piece of land for the construction of such offices. Ethiopia
would agree to make available to ihe Centre, an, appropriate piece of land for

the construction of the offices. Mali would agree to make available a suitable

piece of land. Senegal offered to assign a suitable piece of land, but did

not exclude the possibility of allocating, on a temporary or permanent basis,

premises which might be available at tne time*

2) The terms' of the offers

Camerooni t

Central African Republic:

Ethiopia!

.Mali t

Morbooo:

subsidised.or token rents*

assigned gratis.
The land would be

token rents,. The land would be assigned gratis*

the land would be assigned gratis* . .

currently prevailing rents. ,

offices and land gratis. However, before any

... - final undertaking, on this matter, it .would "be

essential to determine precisely the nature and .

specifications of the premises required for the

Centre, together with the number of staff who

will be working there. This last item of informa

tion will also make it possible to determine

housing requirements.

Senegal: offices and land gratis.

United, Republic of Tanzania: offices and land gratis.

Zaire. no terms specified.

Q* Housing

All the oandidate countries would agree to facilitate the purchase or

renting of suitable accommodation by the staff of the Centre. Senegal stressed

that it was prepared to offer such staff the facilities of the housing service

of the Ministry of Finance, which manages almost 5»OQ0 housing units.

H- Education

Cameroon: English - All levels; French - All levels?

Arabic - Nil

Central African Republics English - Nil} French - All levels

Arabic - Nil.
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Ethiopia: English - All levels} French - Infants, primaryt

Secondary; Arabic - Infants.

Mali* English - Primary, secondary, university;

French - All levels; Arabic - Infants11Primary,

secondary*

Moroccoi iSnglish - All levels; French - All levels;

Arabic-- All levels.

Senegal: English - primary, secondary, university;

French - All levels;.Arabic — All levels.

United Republic of Tanzaniai Eaglish - All levels; French - Nil) Arabic - Nil.

Zaire: English - Infants', primaryf secondary;

French - All levels; Arabia - Nil..

I. Social and sports facilities

Hiese facilities exist in all the candidate countries. Ethiopia stated that

it possesses all social and sports facilities except musio halls. Senegal

emphasized that Dakar has a fairly adequate complex of sooio-educational and

cultural facilities. It also contains a large hotel infrastructure in terms

of present needs.




